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Background
• Current studies mainly focus on
exploring technical innovative
opportunities by extracting technical
topic information from patent document,
few studies pays attention to mining
technology application opportunities.
• Patent document not only records
technical novelties, details and
advantages but also describes uses of
patented technology.

• Task1: To identify both technological
topics and application topics by
mining intelligence separately from the
different parts of DII patent document

Background
• The traditioinal method combining topic
modeling and bibliometric analysis has
some limitations:
Ø Phrases representing different types
of knowledge entities may have
diverse effects on topic recognition
Ø Bibliometrics indicators can only
quantitatively explain whether the
topics are hot or not, but could not
show the attitudes of inventors’
attitude towards the topics.

Ø Both of “carbon electrode” and “organic dye”
have advantages in low cost
Ø “low cost” could be a very common phrases that
appears in Advantage parts of DII patents
referring to these two technologies.

Ø Task2: Building a term selection model to
investigate how advantage terms, use terms
and Tech focus terms influence the accuracy
of technical topics identification.
Positive attitutes(Examples):
Ø Advantage----photoelectric conversion element
having excellent durability and photoelectric
conversion efficiency
Ø Novelty----The counter electrode can be a
powerful substitute for a traditional platinumbased counter electrode.

Ø Task3:Integrating sentiment analysis and
bibliometric indicators to judge the value of
topics from both quantity and quality

Data and Methodology
• Step1: Constructing a term selection model, which
contained eight combinations of different terms.
• Step2: Building a training dataset in which the patents
were all labelled categories manually, and created
eight “Document-Terms” matrices according to the
term selection model.
• Step3: Based on the matrices, LDA method were
employed to generate latent topics and the topic
distributions on patents.
• Step4: Assigning each patent to the topic with the
highest distribution on it, and the assigning results
were compared to the actual categories.
• Step4: Calculating the accuracy scores (Total
Precision) for the eight combination sets and
compared the results of these sets.
Total Precision=

Number of records clustered to correct topic
Total Number of records

B-#4 term combination, including Tech focus terms but
removing Advantage terms and Use terms perform best on
technical topic recognition.

Data and Methodology
• A multi-dimensional index system to evaluate technical topics from quantity and quality
“quantity”

“quality”

Ø Total distribution weight (TDW) is measured by
summing the probabilities of patents distribution on a
technical topic to assess the overall attention received by
the technology.
M

Total distribution weight (TDW) of Topic k = ∑ wik , i = {1, 2,! , M }
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Ø Change rate of
distribution weight
(CRDW) over time to
measure the recent and
even near future
concern degree of a
technology
ADWk2020 + ADWk2019 + ADWk2018
Change rate of distribution weight(CRDW) of Topic K =
ADWk2017 + ADWk2016 + ADWk2015

Ø Employing the LSTM neural network model to build
the classifier to judge the sentiment polarities of all the
sentences
Ø Positive score (PS) of a patent is measured by the
number of sentences with positive polarity in the patent.
Ø we use the patent distribution on a topic to weight the
positive scores of its associated patents and calculate the
average positive score (APS) to reflect the common
judgment of domain experts toward the topic
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Case study:DSSC
• Particular technologies with
significant potential firstly rise to the
surface with high values in most or
all indicators. (4 topics)
• Then, by comprehensive analyzing
the total distribution weight(TDW)
and the positive score (APS), we can
find the technologies
with low attention but high value,
which may be a potential technology
opportunity. (3 topics)
• Moreover, combing the change rate
of distribution weight (CRDW) and
the positive score (APS), the
technologies which is hot recently
but the value still needs to be
improved also can be identified.

Case study:DSSC

Case study:DSSC

We proposed a probability-based topic relation measurement method
to link the identified technologies with their highly related technical
problems and applications, in order to figure out advancing ways and
promising applications for specific technologies.

Conclusion
• There are three main contributions of this study.
Ø First, we distinguished the terms in the different parts of patent documents when utilizing them
to recognize topics, and created a term selection model to measure and compare the different
terms’ influences on topic recognition. The analysis results tell us that the Tech focus terms
contributes to topic recognition, while the Advantage and the Use part have much noisy terms
which may obfuscate technical topic identification.
Ø Second, we identified both technological topics and application topics by mining different parts
of Derwent patent.
Ø Third, we introduce sentiment analysis to support topic assessment and construct a multidimensional evaluation system to identify potential innovation opportunities from both the
"quantity" and "quality" aspects.

Conclusion
• There are also some parts should be improved in the further.
Ø First, the performance of the LDA model on recognizing topics from short texts should be
validated. Thus, in next step we can employ several candidate topic modeling methods to select
the optimal one.
Ø Second, we simply use positions of phrases and their semantic structure to judge entity types of
phrases. This method is too rough. In the follow-up, we will try to label the entity type of the
phrase by using deep learning technologies.

